Dr. Luís Mendonça
Assistant Professor, Dairy Extension
will join the department in January 2013

The family of Lyman Bratzler (L-R: Sara Pruss, Michael Pruss, Bob Bratzler, Mary Bratzler, Kay Bratzler, John Bratzler) join Dr. Don Kropf in front of the Warner-Bratzler Shear Device displayed in Weber Hall. (Photo: Ken Odde)
Dr. Temple Grandin, Professor, Colorado State University, and expert in animal welfare and autism speaks to Principles of Animal Science students. (Photos: Ken Odde)
Willie the caterpillar (Submitted by Becky Ayres)

Bexar the shark and Astro the blowfish (Submitted by John Gonzalez)

Tyrus as “The Incredible Hulk”
Grandson of Christina Nash

Kate as Minnie Mouse and Luke as a Tootsie Roll
(Children of Jenny Bormann)

Grant as a horse
(Son of Teresa Douthit)

Alayna as a puppy
(Daughter of Sabrina Ault)

Taylor and Jack
(Children of Evan Titgemeyer)

Wyatt as a dragon
(Grandson of Darla Thomas)

Wyatt as a dragon
(Grandson of Darla Thomas)
Levi, Amelia and Tygh (Children of John Jaeger)
Kimberly (kitty) and Faith (witch) (Daughters of Eve Clark)

Adin as a wicked witch and Austin as Captain America (Grandchildren of Charlotte Bruna)

Alexander as a cow (Grandson of Val Stillwell)

Aubrey as Tinkerbell and Teagan as Ariel, The Little Mermaid (Daughters of Sarah Reasoner)